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ONLINE

IDENTITY

Issues To Be Discussed

The difference between Real-life Identity

and Online Identity.

 Different mediums for Online Identity.

 How each medium establishes reputation.
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Online Identity Vs Real-

Life Identity

Real-life Identity:

Known to people around us.

Difficult to control (race,

status, occupation and level

of education).

Online identity:

Make use of pseudonymity which is simply

anonymity that hides a person behind an online

persona via a username.

Users can represent themselves visually by

choosing an avatar, an icon-sized graphic

image.
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People are free to redefine themselves.

Can alter our style  slightly or indulge in

wild experiments with our identity by

changing our age, history, personality,

physical appearance and even gender.

Able to eliminate those critical features of

our identity that we do NOT want to

present in the cyber world.

May involve reputation and deception.

Some Internet users say their online

identity more accurately reflects their true

self.
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 Different Mediums for

Online Identity

Email

Send and receive messages.

Forums

Facility on the World Wide Web for holding

discussions and posting user generated content

Commonly referred to as web forums, message

boards, discussion boards, (electronic)

discussion groups, discussion forums, bulletin

boards.
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IRC

A form of real-time Internet chat

or synchronous conferencing.

 It is mainly designed for group

(many-to-many) communication

in discussion forums called

channels, but also allows one-to-

one communication and data

transfers via private message.

IM

A form of real-time communication

between two or more people based on

typed text.

The text is conveyed via computers

connected over a network such as the

Internet.
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 Different Mediums for

Online Identity
Blogs

User-generated website where entries are

made in journal style and displayed in a

reverse chronological order

Most blogs are primarily textual although

some focus on photographs (photoblog),

sketchblog, videos (vlog), or audio

(podcasting).

Friendster

Friendster is a popular internet social network

service.

MMORPG

A large number of players interact with one

another in a virtual world.

Players control a character avatar, exploring

landscape, fighting monsters and performing

quests on behalf of computer-controlled

characters.
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eBay

The world’s largest online auction and

shopping website.

Users on eBay are often recognized by

others through their online pseudonyms or

eBay user IDs.

How Each Established

Reputation?

What is Reputation?

“Reputation is the general opinion (more

technically, a social evaluation) of the public

toward a person, a group of people, or an

organization. It is an important factor in many

fields, such as business, online communities or

social status” (“Reputation”, 2007)
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Email/ IRC/IM/Forums

Words make up for the lack of physical cues.

Depends on the tone and style of writing.

One unique email address  or username gives

one unique identity.

 By posting intelligent and interesting comments.

Blogs/ Friendster

High transfer of information.

The more they talk about something, the more

people associate them with that particular topic,

and hence, reputation formed.

The more positive and favorable

testimonials/comments a person has, may

enable him/her to have a higher reputation.
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Carefully select the information he chooses to

present about himself to create a far more

positive identity than he really possesses.

To take a look at his number of profile views or

the number of users that tag them

MMORPGs

Players are given the option of taking part in

battles against other players

It is through such “raids” that a player earns

his/her reputation and moves up in ranking as

well as advancing one’s character from levels 1

to 60.
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eBays

eBay has included an online feedback system or

“peer reputation” where both the seller and

buyer can rate each other according to

“helpfulness and honesty” by leaving a positive,

negative, or neutral feedback with a short

comment after they have completed their trade.

For each positive feedback, the member will

receive 1 score and similarly, the member will

obtain a deduction of 1 score for each negative

feedback received. However, the neutral

feedback will have no impact on the member.
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The Donnath paper states that most participants

engage in creating an identity for two reasons:

Firstly, it helps them to conceive their own

reputation.

Next, it allows others to recognize and identify

with them due to similarities (Donnath, 1996).

Usually, when one has managed to establish a

good reputation, he will try to maintain the good

name, by continuing to assume his online identity

UNIQUE

INTERNET

CRIMES
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Phishing
 Also known as carding or brand spoofing.

 Makes use of email messages.

 For example, Citibank, eBay and Pay Pal.

 Messages may feature corporate logos and

formats similar to the legitimate ones.

Ask for verification; account numbers and

passwords.

 Up to 20% of unsuspecting victims may respond

to these messages.
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Early Phishing On AOL

Originally used fake credit card numbers to

create accounts on AOL.

Resorted to phishing in late 1995.

“No one working at AOL will ask for your

password or billing information”. (Phishing,

2007).

Recent Phishing Attempts

Targets are customers from banks and online

payment services.

Recent research has shown that phishers may in

principle be able to establish which bank a

potential victim has a relationship with, and then

send an appropriate spoofed email to the victim.

(Phishing for Clues, 2005).
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Social networking sites are also a target of

phishing.

Experiments show a success rate of more than

70% for phishing attacks on social networks.

(Social Phishing, 2005).

A chart showing the increase in phishing reports from
October 2004 to June 2005. (Phishing, 2007).
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Phishing Techniques

Link Manipulation

Misspelled URLs or use of subdomains.

http://www.com125.com.example.com/

Make the anchor’s text for a link appear to be a

valid URL when it actually goes to the phishers’

site.

Website forgery

Some phishing scams use JavaScript

commands to alter the address bar.

Done either by placing a picture of the legitimate

entity’s URL over the address bar or…

By closing the original address bar and opening

a new one containing the legitimate URL.
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Phone phishing

In 2006, messages that claimed to be from a

bank told users to dial a phone number

regarding a problem with their bank account.

Once the phone number was dialed, prompts

told users to enter their account numbers and

PIN. (Techweb, 2007)

Example Of Phishing

In this example,

spelling mistakes in

the email and the

presence of an IP

address in the link

prove that this is a

phishing attempt.

Source: Phishing, 2007
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Damage Caused By Phishing

Ranges from loss to access to email to

substantial financial loss.

This style of identity theft becoming more

popular.

Fears that identity thieves can add new

information to those already collected.

Estimated that between May 2004 and May

2005, 1.2 million computer users in the US

suffered losses caused by phishing.

In UK, losses from web banking fraud almost

doubled to £23.2 million in 2005.
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Pharming
 Hacker’s attack aiming to redirect a website’s

traffic to another.

 Can be conducted either by changing the hosts

file on a victim’s computer or by exploitation of a

DNS server software.

Both pharming and phishing have been used to

steal identity information.

Pharming has become major concern to

businesses hosting e-commerce and online

banking.
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Pharming Vs Phishing

Phishing typically involve an attacker sending

emails that appear to be from an e-commerce

company.

Phishers build their imposter websites to look

like the real one.

Pharming is when an attacker tricks a DNS

server into caching a bogus entry for a domain

name for an e-commerce site.

User “pharmed” via DNS cache poisoning.
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Unlike phishing, email not usually used in

pharming attacks.

Instead, they poison the DNS server and force it

to direct those genuine domain names to

attacker controlled IP addresses.

NEW BREED

OF

INTERNET CRIME
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Cyber Terrorism

Cyber terrorism is the premeditated use of

disruptive activities, or the threat thereof, against

computers and/or networks, with the intention to

cause harm or further social, ideological,

religious, political or similar objectives, or to

intimidate any person in furtherance of such

objectives.

•People nowadays are highly reliant on information

technology to attain information, in particularly the

Internet.

• To date, most businesses, the society, and even the

government require us to be highly engaged in the

internet.
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• As the Internet continues to expand, and

computer systems continue to be assigned more

responsibility while becoming more and more

complex and interdependent, sabotage or

terrorism via cyberspace may become a more

serious threat.

•  Allows greater chance for cyber- terrorism to

occur.

• Hacking, sending viruses, etc. are all examples of

cyber -terrorism.

• Likelihood of cyber terrorism attacking the internet

increases each day.

• Authorities are not just concerned about the

frequency, but also the sophistication of the attack.
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• In 2003, an estimation of about  $6.5 billion worth

of transactions is disrupted should the internet be

down by just one day.
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Direct Implication

Loss of sales during the disruption.

Staff time, network delays, intermittent access

for business users.

Increased insurance costs due to litigation.

Loss of intellectual property - research, pricing,

etc.

Costs of forensics for recovery and litigation.

Loss of critical communications in time of

emergency.

Indirect Implications

Loss of confidence and credibility in our financial

systems.

Tarnished relationships& public image globally.

Strained business partner relationships -

domestic and internationally.

Loss of future customer revenues for an

individual or group of companies.

Loss of trust in the government and computer

industry.
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Countering Cyber terrorism

Collaboration between the government and the

private sector

Collaboration between countries

Every individuals should play their part in

securing their own personal information

Scientists and researchers to stay ahead of the

pace of the technological advancement.

Online Identities

And

Reputation

Management
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Reputation Management

Process of tracking an entity’s actions and other

people’s opinions about that action.

Also includes reporting on these actions and

opinions, and reacting to that report.

Hence, creating a feedback loop.

Feedback loop = Indicator that is looped back to

control a system within itself.

Entity = Usually people or businesses.
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Tracking & Reporting

Ranges from word-of-mouth to statistical

analysis of data points

With the introduction of computing, reputation

management has become more widespread

Reputation Management

Systems

Use pre-defined criteria to report data.

However, the systems only support some

aspects of deeming trustworthiness --- not

completely accurate.

Similar to human relationships and interaction.

Users are faced with the Prisoner’s Dilemma.
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Online Communities

 eBay

 Forum of exchange of goods, online market

 Each user (buyer or seller) posts his opinion

(good or bad) on the person he conducted the

transaction.

 Positive comments = good reputation = reliable.

 Feedback blackmail --- One user threatens

negative feedback to gain unfair concession.

 Everything2

 General knowledge base.

 User submit write-ups and other users vote on it

anonymously.

 Less votes leads to article being deleted.
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Hierarchy: Users are ranked based on the

number of articles they submitted (and not

deleted).

Hesitate to submit articles for fear of receiving

negative comments.

 Wikipedia

 Encyclopedia-content wiki.

 No formal way of managing reputation.

 Difficult for every user to know one another.

 Barnstars are awarded, hierarchy is

downplayed.
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Online Identities

And

Users’ Rights

Users’ Rights

Issue 1 – Anonymity

 Invitation for criminals who wish to disguise their

identity.

Issue 2 – Safe from Information Theft

 Users have the right to their privacy.

Issue 3 – Download

 Users have the right to know what they are

downloading and installing into their computers.
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THE END


